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Recently Mr. Seizδ Itδ kindly called the author's attention to the fact that
the derivation of (4.15) in the above referred paper is insufficient since the paper
does not contain the proof of the compactness condition:

(1) l i m j p + Π du\ Σ \"(g{x),yj(x, u))dp{jakb)ίu){f{s),yk(s, i ι ) ) | | = 0

uniformly in a and b

for C2 functions g(x) and fix) vanishing outside the interval (αf, b1), — oo <#
<αf<b'<b<oo. The purpose of the present note is to give a proof to (1) as
follows.

We have, by definition (page 49),

Lxyj(x, ύ) = [q(x)--jg£jyj(x, u) = uyj(x, u).

Thus, since g(x) G C2 vanishes outside the interval (αf, b')9 we have, by partial
integration,

(g(x), yλx, u)) = (g(x), u~ιLxyj(x, u)) = u'HLxgix), yj(x, u)).

And similarly for fix). We have also the completeness relation

(#(*),/(*)) = (" du\ Σ \"(g(x), yλx, u))dp}pb)(u)(f(s),yk(s, «))]
J -co I- j , k = l J θ -

for continuous functions g(x) and/(Λr) vanishing outside the interval (αf, bf). The
proof was given on page 57 for C2 functions g(x) and/(AT). The extension to
continuous functions may be obtained by customary limiting process. Hence,
by the positive definiteness of the density matrix (dpjl'b)(u)), we have, for C2

function g(x) vanishing outside the interval id, b1),

C Π U , u))dp%>b){u){g{s),yk{s, «)
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[ + Π * Γ Σ Γ (Lχg(x), yj(x, u)dpfk b)(u)(Lsg(s), yjis.

*.[ l = T-HLxg(x), Lxg(x)).

We have also the similar inequality for C2 function/(Λ:) vanishing outside (a!, b1).

Therefore we have proved (1) by the Schwarz's inequality

! { " ' + Γ)lrf«Γ Σ Γo

V + Γl*Γ Σ
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